
Glazing technique with HORADAM® AQUARELL - Transparent brilliance in layers 
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Product information
Water-colours

A feature characteristic for HORADAM® AQUARELL 
watercolours is the glazing effect and transparen-
cy which makes them ideal for glazing technique. 
In this technique the colours need to be applied in 

thin layers upon each other 
with the result of very special 
colour effects which cannot 
be achieved by simple mix-
tures. Additionally, the paper 
surface plays a stronger role 
in the final appearance of the 
painting. Though all colours 
allow in general the glazing 
technique, some specific 

aspects of translucency should be considered. Thus, 
within the range of HORADAM® AQUARELL you will 
find some specially formulated transparent colours. 
A high concentration of translucent colour pigments 
distinguish these specific colours with the result that 
less water can be used for thinning. Thus the brilliance 
and luminosity remain even if the colour is applied in 
very thin layers.

Transparent colours need to be applied thinly so that 
the layers (or the white paper surface) underneath 
come through. Before applying the colour, make sure 
the first layer is completely dry. Otherwise the first 
colour will be dissolved and ugly contours may appear. 
For the same reason it is also important to apply the 
colour layer in one even brush movement and not to 
move the brush back and forth.

Illustration: water-colour painting with HORADAM® AQUARELL, neutral tint

The charm of glazing lays also in the variety of colour 
mixtures which shines through different colour layers. 
Therefore the best colour effects can be obtained 

with colours other than the standard box sets. Also 
monochrome pictures glazingly painted, e.g. in neut-
ral tint produce a phantastic impression. They can be 
coloured up afterwards, in the glazing technique as 
well with a most brilliant effect. 

Illustration: after colouring with  HORADAM® AQUARELL, transparent colours

We at Schmincke recommend the following colour 
shades  of our HORADAM® water-colour range for the 
glazing  technique:

Cadm. yellow  Transl. yellow  Transl. orange Madder red dark Purple-magenta Cobalt blue  
light (224),  (209),  (218),   354),   (367),  light(487),

Helio cerulean Viridian Sap green Yellow raw ochre Madder brown Neutral tint
(479),   (511),  (530),   natur (656),  (670),  (782).

Thanks to Karin Kuthe, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany, who 
provided her pictures for this article.  



The described product attributes and application examples have been 
tested in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our cur-
rent state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of 
applications in terms of painting techniques, materials and working con-
ditions, as well as numerous possible influences, this information is ba-
sed on a general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific 
attributes or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived 
from our information; therefore the use of the products must be adapted 
to the users' individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we 
cannot provide a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability 
for damages that occur in connection with the use of our products.

By the way:  Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on 
our website www.schmincke.de  (e.g. download/safety data sheets). 

For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab! 
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.  
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